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Adjunctive and non traditional formats in engaging dental students

Open house, study club, online learning

Alan Fryzman DDS, Diplomate American Board of Periodontology
ONLINE/DISTANCE LEARNING
- VIDEO LIBRARY
- ONLINE COURSE
- LABORATORY AUGMENTATION

OPEN HOUSE FORMAT
- PANEL DISCUSSION
- BREAKOUT SESSIONS

RESIDENT STUDY CLUB
- CONTINUING EDUCATION
- REFERRAL GENERATION
- STUDENT RUN

DIGITAL LEARNING

RESIDENT STUDY CLUB

ONLINE/DISTANCE LEARNING
DIGITAL LEARNING

LIMITATIONS

- unidirectional
- distribution
- blackboard
- itunes
- ownership
- content approval
- eliminate repetition
- independent learning
- outreach beyond the class
- course specific content

MILLER CLASS IV:
RECESSION THAT EXTENDS TO OR BEYOND THE MUCOGINGIVAL JUNCTION WHERE THERE IS NO INTERPROXIMAL BONE, AND TISSUE LOSS IS APICAL TO THE RECESSION.
- student requests
- faculty requests
- new research
- announcements
- alumni outreach
DIGITAL LEARNING CHALLENGES

-infrastructure
-dedicated support
-time
DIGITAL LEARNING FORMAT

- traditional slide
- recorded live lecture
- produced
- audio only
- consumable information
- typically five minutes
- highly specific
- limited points
DIGITAL LEARNING

UTILIZATION

- any computer
- i-device
- android device
Digital Learning Disciplines

- dental hygiene
- periodontics
- implant therapy
- prosthodontics
- diagnostic sciences
Oral cancer Outreach 106 from 2012-15
Head and Neck Exam 737 from 2012-15
Implant Placement 393 from 2012-15
Flossing Technique 264 from 2011-15
Brushing Technique 470 from 2011-15
Instrument Sharpening 348 from 2011-15
Recession Classification 348 from 2011-15
Continuous Sling Suture 170 from 2011-15
Simple Suture 364 from 2012-15
Problem Based Learning Lecture 714 times from 2011-2015

DIGITAL LEARNING DISCIPLINES

3497 Total Views
DIGITAL LEARNING

- independent work
- no classroom time
- student practice
- pre lab

DISTANCE
PERIO OPEN HOUSE

PANEL DISCUSSION
- RECENT GRAD
- CURRENT RESIDENT
- PRIVATE PRACTICE
- ACADEMIA
- MILITARY

SPECTRUM
PERIO OPEN HOUSE

ENGAGING

TABLE CLINIC
- BY TOPIC
- ROTATING
- OUTSIDE FACULTY
PERIO OPEN HOUSE
HANDS ON
IN THE CLINIC
- INSTRUMENTS
- MATERIALS
- STATIONS
PERIO OPEN HOUSE

HANDS ON IN THE CLINIC
- INSTRUMENTS
- MATERIALS
- STATIONS
RESIDENT STUDY CLUB DISCIPLINES

Oncrow School of Dentistry of USC

Advanced Periodontology Residents Study Club Presents

Treatment of Periodontal Ossseous Defects
Shahroosta Safari, DDS
Where: Century Club Auditorium

Surgical Management of Gingival Recession
Neha Bakhshi, DDS, MD
When: 30 October 2013 @ 12-1pm
Where: Century Club Auditorium

Esthetic Crown Lengthening
Sarah Bunheiri, DDS
When: 29th January 2014 @ 12-1pm
Where: Guggenheim Auditorium

Advanced Periodontology Residents Study Club Presents

2014 Annual Symposium in Advanced Periodontology

Speakers:
Diana Azarsh, DDS, Advanced Periodontology
Tierry Lee, DDS, Advanced Prosthodontics

When: December 2, 2013 @ 12-1pm
Where: Guggenheim Auditorium

A Relationship with Dental Implants Complications and Failures

1 Unit of CE credit will be awarded
Register via Faculty Development Program websites:
https://www.usc.edu/facultydevelopment/
RESIDENT STUDY CLUB

DISCIPLINES

- EARLY PRACTICE
- REFERRALS
- SOCIAL MEDIA
- LEADERSHIP
- VISIBILITY
- FACULTY AND STUDENTS
PERIODONTICS OPEN HOUSE AND THE CHANGING ATTITUDES OF DENTAL STUDENTS TO PERIODONTICS
ADJUNCTIVE AND NON TRADITIONAL FORMATS IN ENGAGING DENTAL STUDENTS ONLINE
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